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How to read tab
The word tablature originates from the Latin word tabulatura.
Tabula is a table or slate, in Latin. To tabulate something means to put it into a table or chart
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There are two types of tab.
1:
This is the one that had a breakthrough on the internet and brought a lot to millions of
players all over the world. Now everyone had acces to an unlimited amount of ri s,
songs etc. but however we were very glad with it it’s still just a lot of numbers with an
unclear indication of rhythm.
For instance Smoke On The Water looked like this:
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After that came the Guitar Pro kind of tabs that you can see now on Songsterr, Ultimate
Guitar etc.
Now the rhythm is also included in the tabs and the whole notation is similar to that of a
sta except there are numbers instead of notes.
2:
Now Smoke On The Water looks like this:

The six lines in tablature refer to the six strings of the guitar. Compared lliterally it’s
upside down because for instance the high E string is the top line of the tablature but it’s
the string at the bottom of the neck. Why is that? The answer is simple.
Now it’s visually correct. It would be very strange when the numbers on the top line of
the tab would sound lower than the notes on the bottom line.
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It’s easy to remember. The rst string is the rst line of the tabs.

1st string

2nd string
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3rd string
4th string
5th string
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6th string

654321
strings
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What do the numbers mean?
The numbers written through the lines in the tabs represent which fret of that particular
string needs to be played. For instance:
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0 is the open string
1 means rst fret
2 means second fret
3 means third fret
etc.

So when you want to write down a simple version of The Wheels Of The Bus it’ll look
like this:
The stems and beams
which are attached to
the numbers in the
tabs have to do with
length, rhythm. Don’t
worry about that now.
stem
beam
So in this example this is played on the rst string only.
Three times the open string - fourth fret - seventh fret - fourth fret - open string
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Here’s the same melody but now played in a di erent key and we use two strings
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So in this example this is played on the rst and second string.
Three times rst fret second string - open rst string - third fret third string - open rst
string - rst fret second string.

numbers on top of each other
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Numbers written on top of each other indicate that they are played at the same time.
In the example below an A powerchord is written.
You play the open fth string and the second fret of the fourth string at the same time.

And a standard open E minor chord will look like this:
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Open rst string
Open second string
Open third string
Second fret fourth string
Second fret fth string
Open sixth string
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And in a standard nger picking pattern you could see this:
The letters p, i, m and
a indicate the ngers
of the right hand that
pick the strings.
p: thumb
i: index nger
m: middle nger
a: ring nger

First you play the open sixth string
Then the open third string
Then the open second and rst string at the same time
Then again the open third string
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notations of playing techniques
Hammer-on
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When you pick a note and then hammer another nger down onto the same string to get a
second note without using your pick. It’s written with a little bow and the letter h.
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Pull-o
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Pick a note and while it’s ringing, pull down the fretting nger so in this example the 5 will
ring without using your pick. It’s written with a little bow and the letter p.

Slide
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Slide grace note
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Pick a note, keep it ringing for it’s length and then slide the fretting nger up two frets (in
this example) while keeping pressure on the string. It’s written with a little bow, a line
pointing upwards or downwards (depending on the slide) and the letters sl.

Same slide but now the rst note has no length. After picking the string you slide
immediately. The rst note is written smaller without a stem and the little bow, a line
pointing upwards or downwards (depending on the slide) and the letters sl.
A note with no length is called a grace note.
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Palm-mute
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Place the soft eshy side of the palm of your picking hand lightly on the strings next to
the bridge to dampen the sound and limit the sustain of the strings.
It’s written with the letter P.M. followed by a dotted line to where the muting should stop.
In this example the rst note is not muted, the other six are muted.

A quarter bend
is written with
an upwards
arrow and the
numbers 1/4. It
gives a bluesy
e ect. Just
bend the string
a little bit.
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Tie

A half bend is
written with an
upwards arrow
and the numbers
1/2. It means that
you have to push
the string up so
that in this
example the 8 on
the second string
will sound as the
note on the ninth
fret.
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A full bend is
written with an
upwards arrow
and the letters full.
It means that you
have to push the
string up so that in
this example the 7
on the third string
will sound as the
note on the ninth
fret.
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Bend

A bend release
is written with
an upwards
arrow and a
downwards
arrow. First
bend the string
up and then
release is
without picking
it again.

A tie is used to connect two notes together. A quarter note is one beat but when a tie
connects two quarter notes the duration will be the sum of the values of the two notes.
In this case the rst note will keep ringing an extra beat. It’s written as a curved line
between two notes
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Staccato
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A dot above or below the note means that you have to play it staccato. Normally a
quarter note rings for one beat, when played staccato the note stops ringing right after
you pick it and is silent for the rest of the beat.
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Vibrato
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Dead note
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Vibrato is a lot of small fast bends. It makes the guitar sing. It’s written with a wavy line
above the note.
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A dead note is indicated with an x. It means that you pick the string but you hold your
nger against the string without pressing it. It has a nice percussive e ect and It’s often
used in funky rhythms.
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Practice piece
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